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FLOUR: JUNE 1992 / BURN OUT YOUR NAME: MAY 1993 / FINGERS & TOES: JUNE 1993 / FELICITATOR: FEBRUARY 1994 / FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC (SINGLE): MARCH 1995 / FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC 
(ALBUM): APRIL 1995 / FLOUR (REMIX VERSION): OCTOBER 1995 / WHOS COUNTING/SWEET LITTLE ORANGES: OCTOBER 1995 / 7 YEAR GLITCH: JUNE 1996 / KITTEN LICKS: AUGUST 1996 / DART: JULY 1996 
/ STATIC: NOVEMBER 1996 / GRAVITY: MAY 1997 / GUILT RIDDEN POP (RELEASED IN AMERICA): SEPTEMBER 1997 / HI-C’s: JANUARY 1998 / TRIPLE HOOK: SEPTEMBER 1998 / HOMEAGE: NOVEMBER 1999 
/ ABOVE THE DOVE: SEPTEMBER 2000 / ROCKS ON THE SOUL: OCTOBER 2000  / ICE PATROL: JANUARY 2003 / I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO ANY MORE: MAY 2003 / 12345: AUGUST 2003 / TAKE YOU 
APART: OCTOBER 2003 / BUNNY: JANUARY 2004

This isn’t a ‘best of ’ album.
Who knows what our best songs are?



1  :  DART
SINGLE / KITTEN LICKS / CLOSING ALASKA EP / ROCKINGHORSE STUDIO NSW / MAY 1996 / 

PAUL MCKERCHER

T : Dart was the first single from Kitten Licks, our fifth album, and 
first featuring Dean behind the drum kit. We were rehearsing in a 
little room under Barry Parade in Spring Hill with a few other bands, 
and we got into the habit of going in almost every night for an hour 
or two. This was early 1996. We wrote most of the album and the 
single b sides in there, just knocking riffs around together. It was a 
real turning point, the first time we’d really written entire songs as a 
band, and we were having a great time. This song was tricky and 
took quite a few nights to nail, but we were all fired up about it and 
no matter how much yelling ”you’re playing it backwards, the beat 
should go like this!” I did, we still had fun putting it together. When 
we were done we were very proud. I had the verse melody, Kellie 
came up with the chorus melody and she took it home and wrote 
the lyrics. The title (and that of Kellie’s Down The Drinker) is a refer-
ence back to Martin Amis’s London Fields which Kellie and I had just 
been reading (a dart = a cigarette). We took an afternoon off from 
recording the album to make the video in the hills outside Byron 
Bay — we knew it would be the single already — Shock were all 
excited from the demo version we’d recorded a few months earlier. 
We tried to re-do the vocals for the album’s American release, as 

we’d done the singing for Dart on the last afternoon of our record-
ing session, right before we mixed it. My voice was all hoarse and 
worn out and I kept wanting to do it one more time, but it just 
kept getting worse. After a few hours in the studio in Brisbane with 
Magoo a few years later we concluded that the song just didn’t 
have the same spark sung “all nice” so we abandoned the idea.

K : This was fun to write! It started off as one little riff that turned into 
this cool song. The first time we actually pulled it off without stop-
ping we all stood there and looked at each other. We knew we had 
done something special. At this time we were communicating with 
each other in a new way. A language of our own, which included 
ways of speaking “drums”. It’s completely hilarious how so many 
conversations we have require speaking in drum beats. Lyrically 
it’s a whole bunch of paranoia and conspiracy theory about being 
lied to your whole life. Denial, treason, lies. But It’s not about drugs. 
Someone once told me Dart was about heroin addiction. 

D : I can’t help but think of cows when I hear this track, or any of the 
songs on Kitten Licks — maybe because we recorded it near Byron 
Bay. But hold on, I don’t think I saw any cows at all, maybe some 
horses. But the cows are still in my mind. I prefer to record in the city, 
you keep busy in the city. What’s with turning the beat around? We 
were being clever.

2 :  WROTE YOU OFF
BURN OUT YOUR NAME / MEGAPHON STUDIO SYDNEY / MARCH 1993 / DAVID PRICE 

T : Track 2 from our second album Burn Out Your Name. Why this 
song wasn’t the single off the album none of us will ever know. It 
got us our first solid airplay on JJJ — which wasn’t something we 
expected, or would rely upon in any way for publicity back then — 
and everyone loved it. We were living in a house in Heussler Tce 
in Paddington; me, my girlfriend, and various other friends, on and 
off, including both Kellie and Tony (Blades, our original drummer, 
who was with us until just after Fill Yourself With Music in 1995) for 
a while. I came up with this tuning in the front room (our office; 
Kellie, Tony and I all had desks in there - I ran the record label, 
Tony booked the band, and Kellie wrote for magazines) and wrote a 
bunch of songs all at once. The tuning: EADA#BE, the songs: Wrote 
You Off, Monster, Button, I Won’t Be There. They all appeared on the 
album. It has always been a favourite way of ours for coming up 
with new song ideas — invent a new tuning. Not about anything 
in particular — like Fingers And Toes — but the same general per-
sonal themes run through all our early albums. It got dropped from 
the set after a while as it was a real killer to sing; we should have 
written it a few keys down. I wish I could have sung it a bit better on 
the album too, but that’s hindsight for you.

K : Recording Burn Out Your Name was such a great experience. 

The first time we were in a proper studio with a proper producer. We 
drove down to Sydney in the van to record with David Price, and he 
certainly had his work cut out for him when we were mixing — all 
of us over his shoulder telling him to turn our instruments up “more 
bass, turn the toms up, push the guitars up” etc. He had a bit of a 
temper too, he liked to kick things around a bit. I think we drove him 
a bit crazy. Why was this song not a single? I think we all thought 
it was too obvious to be a single. Whatever that means, we were a 
contrary lot back then.

D : When I moved to Brisbane in 1991 there was this band called 
Screamfeeder who were just everywhere. You would pick up a 
street mag and — bang! — they were in your face every week. 
I could see why. My friends and I would slag them off — I was
jealous; I wanted to be in the band. 3 or 4 years later I was in. Funny 
— I wrote them off.

3 :  BUNNY
SINGLE / TAKE YOU APART / BLACK BOX STUDIO BRISBANE / STUDIO 001 MELBOURNE / APRIL 

2003 / MAGOO & MATT MADDOCK

T : Came up with the riff outside our practice room near Chinatown 
in the Valley one night, late 2002, waiting for the others to show up. 
We shared the room with Halfway and it was always a real mess. 
We went inside, knocked the chords together and quickly got out 



of there again after committing it to 4 track. I wrote the words the 
next day. We started playing it live the following week, at a gig with 
Sleater Kinney at The Zoo. Like most of our songs it’s in B.

K : Possibly my fave song on the album, it’s great to play live 
and I love singing the chorus. We recorded the album over 2 or 3
sessions, in Brisbane where it was hot summer, and in Melbourne 
where it was freezing cold. Matt Maddock, Tim and I played cards 
while Magoo mixed. We all quietly yelled at each other the whole 
time, and got sore throats. It was so much fun, and so sad when it 
was all over.

D : This album was a blast to make, I was listening to lots of old soul 
records and it really comes through.

4 :  WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN
HOME AGE EP / THE DIRTY ROOM BRISBANE / RED ZEDS BRISBANE / AUGUST 1999 / MAGOO

T : After Kitten Licks came out we were given the opportunity to
program Rage — every band’s dream. We had a gig on Wollon-
gong on the Saturday afternoon and we drove back to Sydney in 
the rain. We went out that night to see Powderfinger at the Metro. 
Kellie stole a bottle of their red wine and I stood on Bernard’s hand 
in the foyer. Jebediah stood around all night singing Wrote You Off 
and Lost In The Snow to us. We ended up at a backgammon bar 
in Kings Cross and had a big fun night. The next morning we had 

to check out of our hotel, the Thellellan Beach House in Bondi. We 
walked down the road to the house of one of the Shock staff where 
we’d film all the little bits in between songs (it’s not done live). Still 
drunk, we sat around, ate some popcorn and drank some more 
wine. The talking dissolved into uncontrollable laughter almost 
every time someone opened their mouth. It was fun. We finally got 
to see the edition of Rage when we were in a Perth hotel room, 
falling-over drunk, again. One of the songs we programmed was 
The Style Council’s Walls Come Tumbling Down — all being big 
Paul Weller fans. I remembered the video from when it came out in 
about 1985, the band in Prague, running around and playing, and 
looking cool. And what a great song. 

When we asked our American label for some money to record a 
new album (this was 1999 already) to follow up Kitten Licks, they 
went all quiet and stopped returning our emails. In the end they 
said we weren’t allowed to record any new songs and release them 
in Australia for fear of a new album being leaked to the States, 
before it was officially released there. So, bound and gagged, we 
decided to record a covers record instead. We did 6 songs with 
Magoo in Brisbane and added 2 old b-sides from the Gravity single 
(also covers), and 2 songs Kellie and I knocked together on the 
keyboards, to make a very healthy 10 song EP, Home Age.

K : Recording Home Age was a lot of fun, and was the first 
time since Flour we had recorded anything more than demos in
Brisbane. Working with Magoo was great and would lead us back 
to him for Take You Apart. We did a lot of experimenting, and he 
was very keen to try lots of different things out. We would also 
record in a way we had never done before, taking each song as a 
whole instead of recording  the drums and then doing bass guitar 
parts afterwards. We worked on each song one at a time, moving 
the drums to a different room for each one. I think we did a good 
job on this song, changing it slightly in the middle bit.. a bit cheeky, 
thinking we could better something Paul Weller had written!

5 :  TRIPLE HOOK
SINGLE / ROCKS ON THE SOUL BONUS DISC / VELVET STUDIO SYDNEY / JUNE 1998 / RED ZEDS 

BRISBANE / JULY 1998 / MARTIN WHITE / MAGOO

T : After releasing Hi Cs in 1998 we needed another single to keep 
things moving, so we decided to record a new song we had, Domino. 
We went into the studio with Martin White, who kept us entertained 
with stories of working with The Cure back in the late 80s. We put a lot 
of effort into Domino, adding layer upon layer of guitars and backing 
vocals. At the end of the day we also knocked off another little ditty 
we had lying around called Triple Hook. When we played the mixes 
to our manager Joe, he looked at us blankly through Domino, and 
then when he heard Triple Hook he said “that’s the single”. We were 

a bit miffed. We ended up adding some extra backing vocals to the 
song with Magoo a bit later, and mixing it a bit better too, for the 
single. Our friend and drinking buddy at the time Lee did the artwork 
exclusively for us and designed the whole cover.

K : I wrote this when I was living at Mt Nebo, just outside Brisbane. I 
guess it’s about gossip. One line is inspired by Dean — “so thin that it 
doesn’t stink” — it’s about one Dean’s shirts! He’d worn a shirt 2 gigs 
in row and said that it was ok, it wouldn’t stink because it was so thin. 
Just one of the many classic comments to come out of Dean’s mouth.

6 :  ABOVE THE DOVE
SINGLE / ROCKS ON THE SOUL / BUSTIN’ UP, MELBOURNE / JUNE 2000 / THE POUND SYSTEM

T : The first single from our 2000 album Rocks On The Soul, this 
song was written when we were rehearsing at a house on Stanley 
St in East Brisbane in 1999. Ian from Powderfinger used to run his 
studio there, then he moved out and the Soma Rasa guys took over. 
The song was inspired initially by Sesame Street, where I’d heard a 
song with the chorus “..above the dove..”. The story is about aliens 
coming to land, but not taking people away with them — taking the 
animals instead and leaving all the people behind. I can’t remem-
ber where the idea came from. The tense sounding EAEAAE tuning 
always made the song sound pretty serious, but Woody and The 
Reverend (the Pound System) really homed in on it and brought it 



to life with a lot of serious mixing and wacky sounds. The swoop-
ing delay sounds were so good we went out and bought the pedals 
ourselves. This was the point where we decided to get another
guitarist in the band, to help achieve live the sounds we’d captured 
on the album. Mike Squire played with us for about a year, fol-
lowed by Darek Mudge. We made a video based around us all lying 
in bed together in eerie blackness. It was an easy job, we were
actually asleep in between being woken to sing various lines each. 

K : This video was a complete first for me. I story-boarded the whole 
thing and had broken it down into a shooting script and everything. 
I’m not usually that organized and like to fly by the seat of my pants 
as it were, but we had hired people for lighting and camera so we 
needed to do it right, it was costing us money. A great example of 
how Tim can steal things and make them his own.

D : The Pound System session was a weird one at first. We were 
stripped right back. Two days into the recording I was ready to catch 
a plane home — they’d told me I wasn’t allowed to play any drum 
fills. “That’s enough Dean, we’ll loop it!” they said.

7 :  LOST IN THE SNOW
FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC / CLOSING ALASKA EP / PARADISE STUDIO SYDNEY / DECEMBER 

1994 / WAYNE CONOLLY

T : When we came back from our tour of Europe in early 1994 we 
needed to release another single from Burn Out Your Name and we 

decided on Button. We also realised we needed some b sides, so 
we got some new songs together and put out the Felicitator EP. Lost 
In The Snow was a brand new one we’d written and we recorded 
a version of it with Mick Borkowski at Vibrafeel. We liked it so much 
that we re-recorded it and it ended up being the first track on our 
next album as well. The song is about the breakup of Hüsker Dü, 
one of our favourite bands ever. Inspired by the liner notes from 
their last album Warehouse: Songs and Stories, Bob Mould had 
written a little piece and “opened the door, got lost in the snow” 
were the final words. Without a Sound by Dinosaur Jr was just out at 
the time and we were all into multi guitar lines all going at once.

K : This song reminds me of traveling through Europe, playing weird 
little venues in France, Spain and Germany, and also places in Aus-
tralia like Geelong, Ballarat and Lismore. I’m not sure why, I think 
because it’s about being in a band that’s on the verge of imploding, 
and I quit our band while we were on tour for this record. “We only 
wish you what it takes to get along” was like a mantra to me. As 
it turned out, we got Dean in the band, found a way to get along, 
and the mantra became reality. On a lighter note — I’d like to take 
this opportunity to point out a lyrical gem “the news was bad, future 
was badder”. Nice one. This is another killer song to play live, I play 
heaps of bass chords which I don’t really get to do it so much any 
more — they get lost competing with guitars. Yes it really is a com-

petition, and on this song Tim is having one big competition with 
himself with those layered solos!

8 :  GRAVITY
SINGLE / KITTEN LICKS / ROCKINGHORSE STUDIO NSW / MAY 1996 / PAUL MCKERCHER

T : Tim Rogers showed me the old Rolling Stones EGDGBE tuning 
at the Annandale one night, so I put it to good use on 3 songs on 
Kitten Licks. Gravity, the 3rd single, was one. Kellie and I co wrote 
the words, literally line for line. I can’t believe we got away with a 
cheese reference in the 4th line! We’d really only just learned this 
song (and quite a few of the others) before we recorded the album, 
never played them live or got them to the final stage they would 
arrive after a year or so of refining-by-playing-live. It was a struggle 
getting through some of them — lots of counting each other in 
and out while the tape rolled (it was our last album recorded direct 
to tape). But I guess that’s why it’s called a record. This songs 
sounds much better in hindsight, it wasn’t one of our most favou-
rite ones at the time. We played this song live on Recovery one 
morning, we were freezing and tired from having just driven in from
Ballarat, and my shoes were too tight. It might not have been the best
performance ever. 

K : I got out my diary and we took lines out of it. The original stuff I’d 
written was a red wine and valium induced stream of consciousness.

I agree about the cheese line, what were we thinking? It rained 
continuously the whole time we were at Rocking Horse. We were 
expecting Paul McKercher the night before we started recording, he 
never arrived. We were a bit worried. He got lost on the way to the 
house where we were staying and ended up bogged at the bottom 
of the driveway. Still unsure where he was, he’d slept in his car. 
We had to cross a creek on the way to the studio every day and I 
was freaking out that we would get cut off and not be able to finish 
the record, as Tim was leaving to go overseas the day after we 
were due to finish. As it turned out the album was finished with no
interference from the heavens and Tim got on a plane as
scheduled. It was a pleasure making this record. The lush
surrounds, a great producer, songs we were really proud of (and 
just getting the hang of), the band all getting along.

D : There are those cows again.

9 :  HI  CS
SINGLE / ROCKS ON THE SOUL BONUS DISC / VELVET STUDIO SYDNEY / NOVEMBER 1997 / 

PAUL MCKERCHER

T : After touring for Kitten Licks for almost two years we moved into 
a rehearsal room at Red Zeds, a now defunct Brisbane studio. It 
was a very noisy small room and we didn’t like being there. Some 
nights there was so much noise coming in from the other practice 
rooms it was like we were the meat in a heavy metal sandwich. 



We wrote a lot of songs quite quickly, but we either forgot them 
(this was before we bought the 4-track) or decided to ditch them 
anyway. We wrote Hi Cs there one night and managed to remem-
ber it long enough to finish it. It came out as a single in between 
albums and ended appearing on the Rocks On The Soul bonus disc 
as well. The songs on that disc (Hi Cs, Triple Hook, Planet Matador, 
Sparks Jump, and the instrumentals Decaptivated, Beef Me Up and 
The Rat And The Goldfish) were all that remained from that par-
ticular period; no others would survive long enough to end up on 
Rocks On The Soul. The song revolves around 3 chords, B, E and 
A, all played without moving from the second fret. Very similar to 
Bunny. The lyrics, equally minimal, are 3 lines, repeated. We shot 
the video outside the Bardon 7-11, in keeping with our “no budget” 
video making ethic, Kellie and I singing into the camera while all our 
friends (including Dean in a blonde wig) wandered in and out of the 
shop behind us. It took about half an hour. The shop owners started 
getting annoyed after that. We did two takes straight through, pretty 
sure we used the first one. 

K : Actually it was the second take we used, the first one someone 
opened the door to the shop and everyone piled in and no one 
came back out. The second take was pure genius. We couldn’t have 
scripted a better clip. I think this was the beginning of the new style 
of writing we would take with us onto the next 2 albums. Keeping 

things as simple of possible. 

10 :  F INGERS AND TOES
SINGLE / BURN OUT YOUR NAME / MEGAPHON STUDIO SYDNEY / MARCH 1993 / DAVID PRICE

T : Our first ever real single — even coming out on vinyl in Europe. 
This was written in 1992 along with all the other songs on Burn Out 
Your Name. The signature sound of this song comes from a few 
things — my new EADAAE tuning, a real lot of guitar overdubs, and 
my “unique” vocal approach. This is not to mention Tone’s concrete 
slab drum work and Kellie’s crazy bass lines. We recorded all the 
songs to a click track, and it really helped; they would have sped 
up and down all over the place and been far less solid without it. 
Tone came up with the drum intro just before the first time we took 
the song to Sydney, and we came up with the monster guitar slides 
during that tour, where we opened with the song every night. We 
played it solidly for a couple of years, but it fell out of the set as it 
was such a mammoth effort to play, for all of us. For me a couple 
of years yelling like that really took its toll, and I found I couldn’t 
sing it the same after a while. It was a prize song for extreme rock 
moves though, so if you ever see pictures of us playing, with Kellie 
and I practically bending over backwards, we were almost defi-
nitely playing this song. The lyrics dealt with un-specific early 20 
something angst, guilt and emotional turmoil. We made a video for 
the song featuring footage of a baby crawling around, us rocking 

out “in the forest” (at Tony’s parents’ place), and some live footage 
from Metropolis in Brisbane (filmed at the last gig we did supporting 
Pavement on their first tour here. I was wearing a back brace under 
my t-shirt, as I’d slipped a disc at Perth airport and had to play the 
Adelaide show that night sitting down. Got back to Brisbane and 
managed to stand up again).

The album was remastered and repackaged, and released in 
America by TAANG! in 1994 (TAANG!88). 

K : This was always so much fun to play!  Huge guitar slides, big fat 
bass distortion, and it’s so dark and menacing sounding - with so 
much emotion. All the songs on this album are so dense, layered 
with heaps of guitars, and somehow the bass still comes through 
all that murky noise. All I wanted was to have this huge distorted 
sound, and we achieved it. When Evan Dando and Tom Morgan 
came in to the studio, we were working on the guitars on Fingers 
and Toes. I remember Evan said it sounded so good we shouldn’t 
put vocals on it.

1 1  :  F ILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC
SINGLE / FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC / PARADISE STUDIO SYDNEY / DECEMBER 1994 / WAYNE 

CONOLLY

T : The title track, and first single from our 3rd album of the same 
name. We recorded with Wayne, and had a ball. A really friendly, 

easy going time. This was the early-mid 90’s, the glory years of indie 
rock, we were listening to The Flaming Lips’ albums and Wayne 
was on a big Sebadoh kick at the time which translated over to our 
album having a loose organic feel. The recording was easy and 
fun, and mixing it was a piece of piss too. I didn’t own any gear at 
the time, I’d smashed my 2 guitars and my amp was broken, so 
we borrowed all these amazing guitars and amps from Wayne and 
also Simon from The Hummingbirds. The “guys who’ll make you cry, 
they start with E and B and M” are Evan Dando, Bob Mould and 
Matthew Sweet — all great influences at the time as well. I didn’t 
quite hit the mark with my plan to “write the perfect pop song” — 
some of the chords could still be better, but the lyrics are still ok. 
Wayne introduced me to the Jagermeister school of singing during 
the last days of the session, and it was a revelation. The whole 
album was an exercise in just doing whatever the hell we wanted in 
the studio, and not feeling any pressure (from ourselves, or from the 
record company) to live up to any previous standards or anyone’s 
expectations. A lot of people found the whole album a bit “soft” 
after the heavy slab of rock that was Burn Out Your Name, and look-
ing back, lightweight pop songs like this one and Who’s Counting? 
certainly would throw people off a bit. But who wants to make the 
same album twice? This was to be Tony’s last recording with us 
although none of us knew it at the time, the first Screamfeeder line 



up would fall apart during the tour for the album, in the middle of 
1995.

K : We went down to Sydney on a Greyhound bus to make this 
record. It was one of the worst bus trips I’ve ever had. Tony and I 
had to sit together and we weren’t getting along very well at this 
stage, and I was very down about it all. When we got off the bus, I 
just wanted to get back on it again and go home. When you make 
an album, you remember all the feelings of the studio, the sur-
roundings and other small details. I remember how hard it was to 
get along with Tony, how Tim was with his girlfriend, and I felt very 
lonely. I was reading a book called The Death Of Rock ‘n’ Roll which 
didn’t help my state of mind, and the album was full of emotionally 
heavy and sad songs. Wayne was great, he was open to a lot of 
experimentation and had a very calming influence in the studio. 
I was continuing my love affair with my Big Muff distortion pedal. 
After Button, this was my least favourite Screamfeeder song.

12 :  STATIC
SINGLE / KITTEN LICKS / ROCKINGHORSE STUDIO NSW / MAY 1996 / PAUL MCKERCHER

T : The opening track and second single from Kitten Licks. The first 
3 songs (Static, Bridge Over Nothing, Dart) ended up a family — all 
written in the same open A tuning, we’d always play “the big 3” 
together in quick succession at gigs. We recorded the album in the 
lush surrounds of Northern NSW. Paul McKercher and his partner 

had just had their baby — Joe — and the whole family was up there 
with us. Paul amused us daily by saying “guys I’m just popping into 
Lismore quickly, see you about 12.00, we’ll start recording then”. A 
lot of waiting around was done, a lot of ping pong was played and 
eating done. At around 4.30 he would arrive back, all happy and 
ready to get down to the studio. I wrote this song in the kitchen at 
St James St after reading a Texan fanzine called Dreamwhip, which 
had a story about making a radio that broadcasted nothing but 
static. I forgot to credit the author for ripping off his story — luckily I 
remembered to do so when the album came out in America (Time 
Bomb Records in 1999). Played this song on Recovery one morning 
later in 1996, the footage was good so we used it for the video clip.

K : This was when I felt like I was really a part of the band. We got 
Dean in on drums and the whole world opened up for us. We were 
very disciplined at this point, walking into The Valley each day to 
the practice room with a whole new approach to writing songs. 
Almost every day we would come up with a new riff that would be 
turned into a song. A very creative time where everyone was part of 
the process. Tim was really getting good at stealing other people’s 
ideas and making them into songs. Kitten Licks was rife with it!  But 
you could never guess where any of these things had come from, 
sometimes even if you’d read the same book he had appropriated 
an idea from. Thanks to Wendy and Jason (Schmuck) for the great 

single cover art for Static. They came up with a character for every 
song on the album that we put onto a t-shirt, and later on the U.S. 
version of the album. They also did a huge painting for us that we 
used for the cover art of the U.S. mini album we put out in 1997, 
Closing Alaska. (Guilt Ridden pop TRG 89361-2)

13 :  12345
SINGLE / TAKE YOU APART / SING SING STUDIO MELBOURNE / STUDIO 001 MELBOURNE / APRIL 

2003 / MAGOO & MATT MADDOCK

T : A black-keys-only song written by Kellie Lloyd and I in the kitchen 
of her house in Bardon one afternoon when we were meant to be 
rehearsing for an acoustic gig. Dean and Darek popped by and I 
said “what do you think of this?” they said “oh yeah..” We liked it 
so much we played it as an instrumental at the acoustic show, and 
again quite a few times before I wrote the words. Lyrically simple 
or complex? Deep or shallow? It’s both at once. Contradictions and 
dualities abound within Screamfeeder. We made the video at The 
Troubadour in Brisbane and got Sekiden and a bunch of other 
friends to dance for us. It was a weird afternoon, we got drunk 
really quickly.

K : I got bored of the way we were writing songs so I started
bringing in my dodgy keyboard to come up with stuff for the next 
album. Tim and I had been doing some acoustic duet shows with 

me playing keys, so it seemed logical. I know nothing about playing 
piano, so I just made up little riffs that we could turn into songs. In 
a live context this means that I play the keyboard while Darek plays 
bass. It’s heaps of fun. The film clip didn’t turn out the way we’d 
hoped. It was meant to be our signature one take job, but none of 
us were happy with any one take, so I had the unenviable task of 
editing the 6 takes into a cohesive whole. It nearly hospitalised me. 
Tim would repeatedly come in after I’d worked for hours and say he 
wasn’t happy with it. In the end I did it, and it don’t look too bad.

14 :  WHO’S COUNTING?
SINGLE / FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC / CLOSING ALASKA EP / PARADISE STUDIO SYDNEY / 

DECEMBER 1994 / CHARING CROSS STUDIO SYDNEY / AUGUST 1995 / WAYNE CONOLLY / PAUL 
MCKERCHER

T : The second single from the Fill Yourself With Music, it was 
released as a double A side with Sweet Little Oranges. The CD 
even came with “limited edition sweet orange scent”— someone 
at Shock had dabbed each cd cover with orange scented oil. This 
is the single mix; the version on the album has all the drums 
panned to the left, and all the vocals on the right. Someone decided,
possibly Joe our manager at the time, that this severe panning 
might not be too good on the radio, so we got Paul McKercher to 
remix the song at Charing Cross studio. The new version sounds a 
lot brighter and more “mixed”. Pretty much all the backing vocals 



on the whole album were made up on the spot, recorded first take, 
so there’s a lot of interesting stuff going on there. This was about 
the time we’d really started getting into Pavement, and the whole 
“loose” (oh yeah, it used to be called Slacker) thing comes through 
here. An easy song, not about much, but pretty good fun to play. 
The single featured a sleepily lazy version of Sebadoh’s Brand New 
Love, which we recorded on a tiny acoustic guitar, late on the last 
night of the whole session after plenty of red wine.

K : This is such a weird little pop song, very different for us at the 
time. Very Pavement-esque — the sounds and the stripped-back 
guitars and the way it’s mixed. We were definitely moving away 
from what we had done before. It’s quite deceptively complicated, 
with these great opposing bass and guitar lines that run on top of 
each other, and I always loved the last line — “tracing them back 
straight to hell”. I hadn’t heard this album for a few years, and after 
we’d had finished it I’d told myself that I didn’t like it, but when I 
heard it again I couldn’t believe how good it sounded. For me, I 
think it has the best bass lines of any of our albums and Tim’s song-
writing had taken on some pretty hefty subject matter — it seems to 
be a big turning point for him in a personal way, looking at himself 
and his past.

15 :  STOPLESS
PROMO SINGLE / ROCKS ON THE SOUL / BUSTIN’ UP, MELBOURNE / JUNE 2000 / THE POUND 

SYSTEM

T : Anyone who’s been in a band as long as we have has defi-
nitely put in a few good years on the dole. The rock ‘n’ roll. Putting 
your form in at what used to be called the DSS. Kellie’s line “some 
DSS guy wouldn’t have a clue about what I will achieve in my life” 
is genius. The Pound System really jumped on this track, taking 
it apart and reassembling it their way. It was great fun working 
so intensely in the digital domain for the first time. It was also a 
great laugh seeing Woody, homeless at the time and sleeping in 
the studio, ambling down Toorak Road in South Yarra looking for his 
first coffee of the morning, or showing up at our hotel room for a 
shower every few days. Ironically, like Close Again, it was a song 
we’d only ever demo-d then quickly forgotten, putting it up the end 
of our cd of songs we had to work with for the album. So there you 
go, the two least likely candidates end up book-ending the whole 
album. They never told us where they got the drum loop from, they 
nicked it from somewhere, little monkeys. We played this song live 
with a full backing track of drum loops and assorted noises until 
the task of taking a CD walkman on tour and running it through the 
foldback became too much for Dean (it was his walkman).

K : We had a great time making this record. A whole month in 

Melbourne recording and mixing. The lyrics were taken from diary 
entries from years previous, a song about old ex’s, forgiving yourself 
and letting go. The guitar is in the EADAAE tuning Tim showed me, 
which I also used for Close Again. I had been listening to a lot of My 
Bloody Valentine — Stopless and Close Again were very strongly 
inspired by their sound and simple revolving chords, changing 
the vocal melody instead of the chords to make the song inter-
esting. Recording this album, I was able to sing more, play more
instruments and have more fun. I have to thank Woody mostly for 
achieving what I was actually wanting to do with this song.

D : I’m not too sure but at the time I thought the drum loop was 
stolen from a Madonna song. The one where she’s all dressed in 
leather, kissing guys and girls..

16 :  MR TUBA
PROMO SINGLE / ROCKS ON THE SOUL / BUSTIN’ UP, MELBOURNE / JUNE 2000 / THE POUND 

SYSTEM

T : Sesame Street is a great inspiration for writing songs, and this 
is another direct rip off. Mr Tuba joins the town band, and he plays 
so loudly and out of time that the other members of the band tell 
him that if he doesn’t listen he must go. A great concept — we’ve 
all known people like this. This song featured in the set for a year 
or two before we recorded it, and with its rousing chorus was 
always great fun to play. We sent Dean out from the studio one 

afternoon with a portable DAT recorder and a microphone to record 
ambient street sounds, while the rest of us stayed put, keeping 
warm, drinking coffee and smoking. His mission was successful 
and we chopped up the sounds and added them to the end
section. The Reverend put the icing on the cake with his great lead 
break after the last chorus. This was a promo single off the album.

K : Thanks to Leo Mullins (2 litre Dolby), Ollie Brown (Art Of Fighting) 
and Brendan Webb (ex-Sandpit) for lending their singing talents to 
the choruses of this song. I think they weren’t as loud as they could 
have been in the mix, I’ll take that up with Woody when I see him 
next. Again, Tim nicking an idea and making a great song out of it.  

D : I managed to sneak a couple of drum fills into this song while 
Woody and The reverend were out getting their dinner.

17 :  I  DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO ANY MORE
SINGLE / TAKE YOU APART / BLACK BOX BRISBANE / JANUARY 2002 / MAGOO & MATT 

MADDOCK

T : A simple song, written around the title, which had been lying 
around in my head for about 6 months before I did anything with 
it. The second single from Take You Apart — we actually recorded 
it ahead of the album in January 2003. We made perhaps our 
most fun video ever for this song, breaking teeth and microphones, 
which inspired me to sing it live without playing guitar. Darek played 
half the guitar on this recording.



K : Editing the clip on a friend’s computer I had a great time laugh-
ing at Dean falling over the drum kit 2 million times in a row. Tim 
brought this in basically as a finished song and we beat it into 
shape in rehearsals. We were sharing the Powderfinger’s practice 
room on Vulture St — we were like their poor cousins that they let 
move in. Eventually they told us “if you move out this week, we won’t 
worry about the 6 months rent you owe us.”

D : I think Keith Moon came down and fi nished the end of the track for 
me while I was out getting my dinner. No-one told me he was in town.

18 :  TOWER
FLOUR / VIBRAFEEL STUDIO BRISBANE / NOVEMBER 1991 - JANUARY 1992 / MICK 

BORKOWSKI

T : The first song on the first Screamfeeder album, Flour. An old 
song — it was written in 1988 when we still lived in Townsville and 
were still called The Madmen. The song was inspired by a news 
report about a space rocket that couldn’t leave the ground because 
of bad weather. Other themes get a peek, paranoia, missing some-
one, feeling isolated and feeling liberated, the euphoric infinity of 
space. Written around an open B chord, very New Day Rising. 
Also inspired by Winterland by Died Pretty, which we’d previously
covered. When we moved to Brisbane in 1989 Kellie got in touch 
and volunteered her services to make a video for this song, and 

that’s how we met her. Within a year she’d replaced our then bass-
ist Cam Hurst. The original version was recorded at Murray Nash’s 
place “Nashville” in Townsville. He had the idea for the vocal delay, 
and for the drum fills in the choruses. He even played them - he was 
an excellent drummer. Our temporary 4th member Bruce Gardner 
played on the original version too, his guitar tone really filled out 
the sound. I guess this was our “best song yet” at the time, and we 
released it as our second 7” single on our own label Stone Groove. 
We re-recorded it with Mick Borkowski at Vibrafeel. Not sure why 
we bothered though, as the original version was pretty much bang 
on. Then in 1996 we decided to re-mix and master the album as 
it hadn’t really been mastered the first time around, and Mick reck-
oned he could mix it better. So we mixed it again, and in the process 
I laid down new vocals on some of the songs, this one included. We 
re-issued it with slightly modified cover art (SUR521RCD). This is the 
re-mixed version.

K : I was really intrigued by The Madmen, I hadn’t really heard that 
much of them, but I heard the single Tower and I really liked it. I 
remember the night my clip for it clip was played on Rage, I started 
running around the house and screaming. I knew the guys would 
be out in the city and not watching TV, but I was so excited that 
my boyfriend and I jumped on his motorbike and rode to the club 

where they were and told them. There’s no other feeling like hear-
ing your song on the radio for the first time, and seeing something 
you’ve made shown on TV is exactly the same. You can’t describe it.

19 :  BUTTON
FELICITATOR EP / BURN OUT YOUR NAME / MEGAPHON STUDIO SYDNEY / MARCH 1993 / DAVID 

PRICE

T : This song makes me laugh. It was our “simple little pop song” for 
the album, and was such fun to play. The little squeaks through the 
song are bits of guitar feedback, it was so overdriven it would feed 
back even during playing. We had a real fight over the mixing desk 
for most of the session — David Price would be up there doing his 
thing (and hats off to him) and then I’d wheel my chair up towards 
the end of the mix of each song and crank the guitars up a few 
notches while he wasn’t looking. Kellie was quite keen on doing 
the same thing with the bass. Luckily Tony was happy to sit back 
on the couch and have a relaxing smoke with Dan, our then label
manager at Survival. Other people dropped in too, Evan and Tom 
came up one “morning” (around 4pm) and did some lazy backing 
vocals on a song called Goat Cheese. It was a fun session, we 
stayed in Marrickville with our old friend Sully, and walked round 
to the studio every morning. We toured Europe on the back of the 
album in late 1992, playing France, Germany, Spain and Switzer-

land for the first time. Jeff Graham, Kellie’s old band mate from Krud 
shot a video for this song — us rocking out in Kellie’s loungeroom, 
indispersed with stock footage of maggots amongst other stuff. 

K : I think I liked this song the least out of all the songs we had at 
this stage. I don’t know why.

20 :  SWEET L ITTLE ORANGES
SINGLE / FILL YOURSELF WITH MUSIC / PARADISE STUDIO SYDNEY / DECEMBER 1994 / CHARING 

CROSS STUDIO SYDNEY / AUGUST 1995 / WAYNE CONOLLY / PAUL MCKERCHER

T : Pretty sure I borrowed Wayne’s SG for this song, as we were 
trying to go for the whole Boston / Buffalo Tom / early Lemonheads 
sound. The title came from our travels in Spain, where there are 
oranges everywhere. The words in the chorus I nicked from the film 
Like Water For Chocolate. The Flaming Lips references are there for 
all to hear. Our friend Mike, who later became our second guitarist 
(2000-2001) came down to Sydney to play harmonica on this song 
and also Numb. This is the single version of the song, remixed by 
Paul McKercher. It sounds a bit punchier than the album version.

K : The songs that I love from this album are the slower, sadder 
songs. Fill Yourself With Music may have thrown some people with 
its musical approach, but there are still some catchy pop moments 
such as this song.



21 :  ICE PATROL
SINGLE / TAKE YOU APART / PSI FI BRISBANE / BLACK BOX BRISBANE / MATT MADDOCK

T : This was recorded as a fill-in single before we became involved 
with Rhythm Ace, and almost didn’t make it on to Take You Apart 
because we thought it wouldn’t fit. Almost as old as Needles, 
another song written for but left off Rocks On The Soul. The words 
are inspired by some guys in the arctic circle who have to go out 
“on ice patrol” to protect themselves from icebergs (I saw it on telly), 
but are easily adaptable to a much broader range of situations. 
We wrote this song in EAEF#BE along with Mr Tuba, but we ditched 
that tuning after a while as it was too inconvenient to play at gigs. 
We recorded this with our sound engineer and drinking buddy Matt 
Maddock and stayed up till about 7 in the morning doing it. At about 
2.00 am we passed through the “going crazy, working too long and 
shouting at each other because we couldn’t get the guitar to sound 
right” stage, but we settled down again, got the guitar right came 
out of it ok. Did all the singing after that, while everyone else slept. 

K : Psi-fi had this amazing feel to it — a big warehouse type of 
arrangement with gigantic fish tanks in the walls, and a row of the-
atre — style chairs at the back, all of which gave it a real dreamy 
feel. The clip for this was really fun to make. I took Tim’s approach 
to songwriting and applied it in a visual context, basically stealing 
footage and editing it. I found 15 minutes of unedited film of a 1970’s 

interpretive dance class in New York in the dance section of the QUT 
library where I was working, and it was the perfect canvas to work 
with. I used a borrowed i-book and edited the clip in Premier, learn-
ing the program as I worked. It was the most liberating creative pro-
cess. I loved how I could slow down the movements of the dancers 
and make them move to the words and phrasing.

22 :  TOMORROW NEVER KNOWS
HOME AGE EP / THE DIRTY ROOM, BRISBANE / RED ZEDS BRISBANE / AUGUST 1999 / MAGOO

T : When we went to record Home Age we thought it would be fun 
to do a Beatles song. It was going to be Rain, but we then decided 
it would be a little less obvious to do a song with more room to 
move, and to have Kellie singing it. Magoo had so much fun with 
his Space Echo machine on our version of Sun Ain’t Gonna Shine 
Any More, that he and our engineer for the session Scritch really 
decided to crank it on this track. And what fun it was. The tinny 
sounding drums were recorded from a walkman-sized baby’s toy 
drum box. Other jangly toys made appearances throughout, as do 
the sounds of drumsticks hammered against guitar strings. Kellie’s 
pitched-up voice can be heard teasing Dean right at the start too! 
Kellie laid down about 5 or 6 vocal tracks late at night; we came 
in the next morning ready to listen through them all and Magoo 
just said “let’s use them all!”. It was very easy and fun to record this 
track, we didn’t have to do much work really, most of it was looped 

and assembled, so we just had to make a bunch of weird sounds, 
play a few bars of the song, and leave Magoo and Scritch play with 
the Space Echo for a few hours. One of the most sonically pleasing 
of our songs, ever. I played bass and Kellie played guitar on this 
recording and whenever we’d play the song live, which wasn’t very 
often, as it was to easy to get lost amongst the crazy backing track 
noises.
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Thanks to everyone we’ve mentioned. Also many thanks to all our 
friends and associates who have helped out in too many ways to 
mention over the years. And if there’s anyone we’ve forgotten.. we 
haven’t.  
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